openQA Tests - action #43799
[functional][y] test fails in yast2_proxy
14/11/2018 12:21 pm - lnussel

Status: Resolved
Priority: High
Assignee: riafarov
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: Milestone 21

Start date: 14/11/2018
Due date: 18/12/2018
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 3.00 hours

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-DVD-x86_64-yast2_ncurses@64bit fails in yast2_proxy

I have the feeling that the needles in that test are wrong. It edits the wrong entry here: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/795382#step/yast2_proxy/82, ie the first line whereas it should edit 192.168.0.0/16 according to the source code. I'd suggest to
a) delete the broken needles and
b) rework the code to name the needles to better describe what they are supposed to match, eg (yast2_proxy_acl_group_192_168_0_0_16 instead of yast2_proxy_acl_group_localnet or better yast2_proxy_acl_group_selected)

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 347.2

Expected result

Last good: 346.2 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action # 43289: [sle][functional][y] test fails in ...
Resolved 02/11/2018 20/11/2018

History

#1 - 14/11/2018 01:37 pm - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in yast2_proxy to [functional][y] test fails in yast2_proxy
- Target version set to Milestone 21

#2 - 28/11/2018 01:06 pm - okurz
- Due date set to 18/12/2018

#3 - 04/12/2018 05:05 pm - riafarov
- Duplicates action #43289: [sle][functional][y] test fails in yast2_proxy - test does not reach correct record in Access Control Settings added

#4 - 04/12/2018 05:07 pm - riafarov
- Duplicates deleted (action #43289: [sle][functional][y] test fails in yast2_proxy - test does not reach correct record in Access Control Settings)

#5 - 04/12/2018 05:07 pm - riafarov
- Related to action #43289: [sle][functional][y] test fails in yast2_proxy - test does not reach correct record in Access Control Settings added

20/03/2020
Same as we had for SLE, we need to remove wrong needle and create correct one with proper entry selected.

#7 - 05/12/2018 10:28 am - riafarov
- Description updated
- Estimated time set to 3.00

#8 - 06/12/2018 08:41 am - riafarov
- Assignee set to riafarov

#9 - 06/12/2018 11:47 am - riafarov
- Status changed from Workable to Feedback

https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/6362/files

#10 - 07/12/2018 09:40 am - riafarov

https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/810858

#11 - 07/12/2018 10:11 am - riafarov
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/810858#step/yast2_proxy/86